
Online Interview for a short-term JRF 

IISER Thiruvananthapuram is a premier autonomous Institution established by the Ministry of Education,

Government of India, for promotion of high quality science education and research in the country. The

Institute  invites  eligible  candidates  for  an  online  interview  on  May  4,  2021,  for  one  post  of  JRF

(contractual) under the ISRO funded project Development of Porous Titania Supported LiOH for efficient

capture of CO2.

Educational

qualification

MSc/Integrated MSc/BSMS  in Chemistry with a minimum of 60% marks (or 
equivalent grade) Plus one of the two following qualification

(1) CSIR-UGC Net/GATE
(2) Candidate who got Selection to the Master’s program through National 

level examinations  conducted by DST, IIT, IISc, IISER etc.
Those who are currently awaiting the final result but meet other criteria can
also apply provided their aggregate mark so far is above 70% or CGPA of 7/10.

Preference Research Experience is highly desirable.

Fellowship Rs. 31,000 + HRA

Tenure of the post 6 months, extendable up to 1 year based on performance.

Age JRF: 28 years with 3-5 years relaxation for SC/ST/OBC/Women and Physically

disabled as per government norms

General Information

1. Interested candidates may send an email to kms@iisertvm.ac.in for registering for the interview on or

before  3rd May.  Also  CV,  copies  of  qualifying  degree  certificates,  one  page  statement  of  interest,

experience certificate, reprints of papers may be sent. 

2. Appointment is purely temporary and will terminate automatically without any

notice or compensation on termination of the research project. 

3. The appointed person shall have no claim of appointment / absorption in Funding

Agency or in IISER Thiruvananthapuram.

4. Appointment of the applicant will be governed by the terms and conditions of the

funding agency particularly applicable to the said project 

5.  Applicants  who  do  not  meet  the  minimum  criteria  will  not  be  considered.  The  prescribed

educational qualifications are the bare minimum and mere possession of same does

not entitle a candidate to be called for interview. 

6. Selected candidates will have to join duty immediately on receipt of the offer. 
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